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1.- Summarize 

 

The instruction manual for SF series scotch yoke pneumatic actuators for all 

models of SY01F12, SY01F14, SY01F16, SY01F25, SY01F30, SY01F35, 

SY01F40, SY01F48, and SY01F60. And as well for SF series scotch yoke 

hydraulic actuators for all models of SY02F10, SY02F12, SY02F14, FY02F16, 

SY02F25, SY02F30, SY02F35, SY02F40, SY02F48 and SY02F60. 

 

2.- Working Conditions & Application 

 

The Ambient Temperature: 

Standard actuator: -20°C to + 150°C 

Low temperature actuator: -51ºC to + 150ºC 

 

Operating Pressure: 

Pneumatic actuator: 3~7 Bar 

Hydraulic actuator: 0~200 Bar 

 

Operating Media: 

Pneumatic actuator: dry and clean compressed air 

Hydraulic actuator: Special oil for hydraulic actuators 

 

SY series actuators are available for Ball Valves, Butterfly Valves, Plug Valves, 

Air Valves and all the 90º rotation valves, widely applicable to the chemical 

industry, food & beverage, metallurgy, offshore platform, pharmaceuticals, 

energy, paper, textile and other industries. 

 

3.- Technical Data 

Output Torque pneumatic actuator: 

 

Pneumatic double Acting: 293~258616 Nm 

Pneumatic Spring Return end torques: 172~71046 Nm                                                             

Hydraulic double acting: 315~250000 Nm 

Hydraulic spring return end torques: 118~71753 Nm 
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4.- Installation, Tube & Fitting 

 

4.1.- The installation environment should be avoided in high temperature, low 

temperature, high moisture and corrosive place. 

 

4.2.- The conduit is usually use brass and stainless steel pipe, try to avoid 

vibration, it’s easy to make the tubes slapped, damaged, otherwise it will cause to 

leakage. It’s necessary to take action when violent vibration. For it may vibration 

or impact during transportation, check the interface of all tubes before using the 

products, if there are any slaps or leakage, please screw the interface till no 

leakage. 

 

4.3.- The conduit size of electrical accessories: 

The different actuators have different air inlet sizes, from 1/4” to 2”, users 

should choose the tube size according to specific requirement. The air inlet is 

sized by different actuator size. Detailed sizes please refer to the following table: 

 

4.4.- Air inlet size table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5.- The quick operation actuator must use bigger size air tube. Choose the 

same size brass, stainless steel or flexible metallic tube from compressor or air/oil 

reservoir to actuator tubes. 

Pneumatic actuator 

Cylinder size Air inlet size 

150 3/8” 

200 3/8” 

250 ½” 

300 1/2” 

350 1/2” 

400 3/4” 

450 3/4” 

500 3/4” 

550 3/4” 

600 1” 

700 1” 

800 1 ½” 

900 2” 

1000 2” 

1100 2” 

Hydraulic actuator 

Cylinder size Air inlet size 

10 ¼” 

16 ¼” 

25 3/8” 

30 3/8” 

35 3/8”, ½” 

40 ½” 

48 ½” 

60 ½” 
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4.6.- Operating media is filtered dry air, dew point over -15°C must use dryer. 

 

 

4.7.- Actuator Air/oil Inlet Position Indication.    

 

 

4.8.- Dimensions and Positions of Accessories Installation 

 

Bracket dimension for solenoid valve, air valve, air set 

 

SF14~SF25                       SF30~SF60 

 

 

 

 

 

                                          

Top mounting pad of switchbox & E/P positioner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Air/oil Exhaust Air/oil Inlet Air/oil Exhaust Air/oil Inlet 

Solenoid 

Valve,Air-Valve,Relief 

Valve 

Swichbox. E/P 

Positioner 

Solenoid 

Valve,Air-Valve,Relief 

Valve 

Swichbox. E/P Positioner 
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5.- Operation 

 

5.1.- Auto-Operation 

 

On/Off Control Pneumatic Actuated Valve: 

 

A) The valve open when solenoid valve energized (Failure Close Type) 

B) The valve close when solenoid valve de-energized (Failure Close Type) 

C) The valve close when solenoid valve energized (Failure Open Type) 

D) The valve opens when solenoid valve de-energized (Failure Open Type) 

 

Modulating Control Pneumatic Actuated Valve: 

To give 4-20mADC signal to Electro-Pneumatic positioner(or 0.02~0.1Mpa to 

Pneumatic–Pneumatic positioner) the valve position can be proportional 

controlled by the input signal. 

 

5.2.- Manual Operation Way   

    

5.2.1.- Double Acting Pneumatic Actuator declutchable worm gear manual 

override the declutch able worm gear manual override are sued for SY01F14 & 

SY01F16 double acting pneumatic actuators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pneumatic Actuator 

Open 

Close 

Manual Override 

Lock Handle 

Clutch Lever 
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To release the air firstly, How to operate the declutchable manual override, to 

engage manual operation. First pull out the lock handle, and then rotate the clutch 

lever in anti-clockwise direction until engagement takes place. To return the 

automatic mode, first pull out the lock handle, then rotate the clutch lever in 

clockwise direction until engagement takes place. 

 

5.2.2.- Single Acting Pneumatic or hydraulic Actuator 

 

5.2.2.1.- Jackscrew Operator 

 

The jackscrew operator only available in SY01F14 & SY01F16 single acting 

actuator which is side mounted operator. Turning the hand wheel, control the 

valve position by screwing in & out the trapezoid screw in spring case. For the 

valve, turn hand wheel clockwise to open, counter-clockwise to close. 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                

     

 

 

SY01F14 & SY01F16 after manual operation, screw out the trapezoid screw 

when it change to auto-operation way, to ensure the auto-operation smoothly 

realized. Avoid to screw out integral trapezoid screw, the valve open & close 

position will be influenced if the screwing is not in place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trapezoid Screw 

Hand wheel 
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5.2.2.2.-Hydraulic Manual Override  

 

The hydraulic manual override is used for SY01F25 ~ SY01F60. The 

hydraulic manual override is an integral device which consists of manual pump, 

tank, globe valve, check valve and other parts, easy to operate and maintain. The 

major parts as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Operation of Hydraulic Manual Override: 

 

a). Close globe valve(1), open globe valve (2); 

b). Inject oil to the oil cylinder by operating manual pump through lever handle, 

piston of oil cylinder press the spring to open valve. 

c). Close globe valve (2). 

d). When close the valve, Open the globe valve (1) & (2) After manual 

operation, open globe valve (1) & (2), at the meantime when it change to 

auto-operation way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manual pump Tank Oil pipe 

Lever 

      Globe valve2 

Globe valve1 

 

Globe valve 

Manual pump 

Lever 
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6.- Stroke Adjustment 

 

The stroke adjustment is available from 80° to 100° 

The way of stroke adjustment: 

Loosened the stroke nut firstly, 

a. Screw out the open direction stroke bolt, open position increased, screw in 

the open direction stroke bolt, open position decreased, 

b. Screw out the close direction stroke bolt, close position increased, screw in 

the close direction stroke bolt, close position decreased     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Please note to tighten the bolt nut after adjusting the appropriate on/off 

position.                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pressure gauge 

Bolt Open Position Bolt Close Position 

Nut Nut 
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Pneumatic 

Power 

Module 

Pneumatic Power Module with Extended 

Travel Stops 

Blind End Cap 

Spring Module 

Pneumatic 

Power Module 

Spring Module 

with Integral 

Override 

Hydraulic 

Cylinder 

 

 

 

 

 

7.- Modular structure description                                                                                                 
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Manual Gear 

Override 

SY series actuators are the module-in 

design which consist of the different 

module. The different function is 

available in the different combination. 

                                                                              

8.- Assembly Drawing & Part 

List 

 

Pos. Name Material Pos. Name Material 

1 Body Ductile Iron 22 O-Ring NBR 

2 Vent Valve Carbon Steel 23 Screw Alloy Steel 

3 Sliding Bearing Metal + TFE 24 Guide Ring PTFE 

4 Adjust Stud Alloy Steel 25 O-Ring NBR 

5 Nut 2H 26 Piston Ductile Iron 

6 Yoke Carbon Steel 27 Center Bar Alloy Steel 

7 Spring Case Carbon Steel 28 O-Ring NBR 

8 Sliding Bearing Metal + TFE 29 Stud Alloy Steel 

9 Spring Alloy Steel 30 Nut 2H 

10 Tension rod Alloy Steel 31 Sliding Bearing Metal + TFE 

11 Spring Seat Carbon Steel 32 Bolt Carbon Steel 

12 Nut 2H 33 Body Cap Ductile Iron 

13 Sliding Bearing Metal + TFE 34 Bolt Carbon Steel 

14 Hydraulic Cylinder Carbon Steel 35 Cover Ductile Iron 

15 Hydraulic Piston Carbon Steel 36 Drive Shaft Alloy Steel 

16 Adapter Ductile Iron 37 Roller Alloy Steel 

17 O-Ring NBR 38 Sliding Bearing Metal + TFE 

18 Nut 2H 39 Pin Alloy Steel 

19 Cylinder Carbon Steel 40 Guide Block Ductile Iron 

20 End Cap Ductile Iron 41 Nut Carbon Steel 
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21 Nut 2H 42 Cover Plate Carbon Steel 

 

                                                                                          

 9.- Module Replacement 

 

9.1.- Spring return, pneumatic actuator from failure close position to 

failure open position 

 

Failure Position Close                                    Failure Position 

Open 

 

Replacement Steps (refer to assembly drawings and parts list) 

1.- Loosen the spring end cap bolts, remove the spring cover 42 

2.- Withstand Spring rod with special tooling (see the right picture) 

3.- Loosen the bolts on the top cover 34, remove the top cover 35 

4.- Loosen the bolts on the body cap 32, remove the body cap 33 

5.- Anti-clockwise rotating nut 41, Spin out it from the guide block 40, while 

unscrewed it from the spring center bar 

6.- Loosen the bolts connect the spring module and body, remove the spring 

module 

7.- Anti-clockwise rotating the nut connects the cylinder center bar in guide 

block; screw out from the guide block, while unscrewed from the cylinder center 

bar 

8.- Loosen the bolts connect the pneumatic power module and body, remove 

the pneumatic power module 

9.- Encase the pneumatic power module at one end of the body ever encase 

spring module, nut 41 to connect cylinder center bar with the guide block 40, 

rotating nut 41 in place 

10.- Bolt to connect pneumatic power module with body and tighten the bolts 

11.- Encase the spring module at one end of the body ever encase the 

pneumatic power module, nut 41 to connect spring case center bar with the guide 

block 40, rotating nut 41 in place 

12.- Mount the body cap on body, installed the bolt connect the body cap and 

body, tighten the bolts 

13.- Mount the cover on body cap, installed the bolt connect the cover and 

body cap, tighten the bolts. 

Bolt Bolt Bolt Bolt 
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14.- Screw out the trapezoidal screw in the tooling of spring end cap, to 

separate it from the spring seat in the spring case, loosen the bolts which installed 

the tooling on spring end, remove the tooling. 

15.- Installed the spring end cap, screw and tighten bolts connect body cap 

and cover 

16.- Supply or cut off air to the actuator to check whether the drive can move 

smoothly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.2.- Spring return, pneumatic actuator from failure open position to 

failure close position.  

 

The same method as failure close position to failure open position. 

 

9.3.- Change double acting type to single acting type.  

 

Replacement Steps (refer to assembly drawings and parts list) 

1.- Withstand Spring rod with special tooling 

2.- Loosen the bolt which connect blind plate and body, remove the blind plate 

3.- Loosen the bolt 34 on the cover, remove the cover 35 

4.- Loosen the bolt 32 on body cap, remove the body cap 33 

5.- Encase the spring module at one end of the body ever encase pneumatic 

power module, nut 41 to connect spring case center bar with the guide block 40, 

rotating nut 41 in place 

6.- Screw out the trapezoidal screw in the tooling of spring end cap, to 

separate it from the spring seat in the spring case, loosen the bolts which installed 

the tooling on spring end, remove the tooling 

7.- Assemble the spring end cap, then screw and tighten the bolt connecting 

the spring cylinder cover and spring cylinder; 

8.- Assemble the body on the cylinder, then screw and tighten the bolt 

connecting the body cap and the body; 

9.- Assemble the top cover on the body cap, then screw and tighten the bolt 

connecting the body cap and the top cover. 

Tooling 
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10.- Supply air to the actuator, and actuated it for 4~5 times to check if it 

works smoothly. 

 

9.4.- Transform the spring return type to double acting type actuator 

 

Steps: (Please refer to the assembly chart and parts table) 

1.- Loose the bolt on the spring end cap, and take the spring end cap 42; 

2.- Withstand the spring piston rod with the special tool; 

3.- Loose the bolt 34 on the top cover, and take the top cover 35; 

4.- Loose the bolt 32 on the body cap, and take the body cap 33; 

5.- Rotate the bolt 41 in counter- clockwise direction and back out it from the 

guide block 40, then take it from the piston rod. 

6.- Loose the bolt connecting spring module and the body and remove the 

spring module. 

7.- Assemble the blind plate on the body where spring module is assembled, 

then screw and tighten the bolt connecting blind plate and body; 

8.- Assemble the body cap on the body, then screw and tighten the bolt 

connecting the body cap and body; 

9.- Assemble the top cover on the body cap, then screw and tighten the bolt 

connecting the body cap and top cover; 

10.- Supply air to the 2 air ports on the spring module of actuator, and actuate 

it for 4~5 times to check if it works smoothly;   

 

9.5.- Assemble the Jackscrew on the spring module 

 

Steps: 

1.- Loosen the bolt on the spring end cap and take the spring end cap 42; 

2.- Assemble the Jackscrew on the side of spring cylinder 

3.- Screw and tighten the bolt connecting the Jackscrew and spring cylinder; 

4.- Rotate the hand wheel on the Jackscrew and open/ close the valve for 2~3 

times to check if the manual override 

works flexible; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Jackscrew Spring Cylinder 
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9.6.- Assemble the hydraulic manual override mechanism on the 

spring module 

 

Steps: 

1.- Loosen the bolt on the spring end cap and take the spring end cap 42; 

2.- Put the O-ring and Stop collar in to the O-ring of hydraulic cylinder; 

3.- Assemble the hydraulic cylinder into the spring cylinder; 

4.- Put the O-ring into the spigot of spring cylinder side; 

5.- Assemble the spring cylinder cover on the spring cylinder; 

6.- Screw and tighten the bolt connecting spring cylinder cover and the spring 

cylinder; 

7.- Please refer to the figure 5.2.1., assemble the manual pump on the body 

cap, then screw and tighten the bolt. 

8.- Connect the stainless tube, high pressure fitting and the hydraulic cylinder; 

9.- Add some hydraulic oil into the tank of the manual pump, then power oil to 

the hydraulic cylinder through operating the lever on the manual pump. Make the 

driving mechanism run to the full open position, and check if there is leakage and 

if the manual override works well;     

                                                                                   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

O-ring Grove 

Spring Cylinder      Hydraulic Cylinder               Spring Cylinder Cover 
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9.7.- Assemble the opening limit mechanism on the spring module 

 

Steps: 

1.- Loosen the bolt on the spring end cap and take the spring end cap 42 

2.- Assemble the Jackscrew on the spring cylinder side 

3.- Screw and tighten the bolt connecting the opening limit mechanism and 

spring cylinder; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.- Attention 

 

10.1.- When the spring return type actuator with the Jackscrew enters into the 

auto-operation mode after manual operation, the trapezoid screw must be back 

out to the proper position. 

10.2.- When the spring return type actuator with the Jackscrew enters into the 

auto-operation mode after manual operation, the 2 globe valves on the manual 

pump must be opened. 

10.3.- When the double acting type actuator with the gear mechanism enters into 

the auto-operation mode after manual operation, the hand lever must be set to 

the auto position. 

10.4.- Don’t rotate the handwheel and or lever if the manual override is not 

needed. 

10.5.- Confirm if the air pressure is normal before operation. 

10.6.- The operation medium should be filtered dry, clean air. 

 

 

 

Opening Limit Mechanism      Spring Cylinder 
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11.- Maintenance 

 

11.1.- First, confirm if the air pressure is normal. 

11.2.- If the solenoid valve is energized and the supplied air can be shifted. If 

yes, please check the electric circuit. 

11.3.- If the solenoid valve is energized and the supplied air can be shifted, 

please take the actuator from the valve and check the actuator and valve 

separately. 

11.4.- When checking the actuator, please supply air to the actuator firstly 

and check if the actuator works normally and if there is leakage. 

11.5.- If there is leakage, please change the seal. 
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APPENDIX 1: 

 

JC-MI-S&Y-01E: PNEUMATIC CYLINDER OF SCOTCH 

YOKE ACTUATORS 

 

SERIES: SY01Fxx-xxx 
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1.-INTRODUCTION 

 

The pneumatic cylinders are important parts of the scotch yoke actuators. A failure in the 

installation, the abssence of maintenance, etc could produce fractures, waste of time and high 

repairing costs. 

 

2.-HANDLING AND STORAGE 

 

As the pneumatic cylinder is a part of actuator this point refers to the whole actuator. 

 

At the reception, the actuators must be inspected to verify that are according to the purchase 

order.  

 

The unloading must be careful to avoid impacts and drops. The scotch yoke actuators must 

be handle with slings and hooks in the lugs placed on the upper side of the actuators. 

 

For storage in the open must be provided a packaging to protect the actuator of the weather. 

 

THE ACTUATORS ALLWAYS MUST BE IN HORIZONTAL POSITION. 

 

3.-SETTING  

 

When the actuator is installed the pneumatic cylinder must be protected to avoid impacts. 

 

After installing the actuator will proceed to its connection.In the drawing included in this 

manual you will find where to plug the air connections. 

 

Before connecting the pneumatic cylinder a visual check in the connection nipples must be 

done to assure that are free of dirt. 

 

4.-TESTS 

 

All the pneumaic cylinders of the ACTREG Sctoch Yoke actuators are tested according the 

specifications of the 2014/68/EU. 

 

5.-OPERATION 
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 The pneumatic cylinder has a max pressure service of 7bars, so never overcome this 

pressure. 

 

 

6.-MAINTENANCE 

 

These cylinders are designed to reduce their maintenance. 

 

Is appropiate an annual visual inspection. 

 

Is appropiate to do a maintenance according the Real Decreto 2060/2008, de 12 de 

Diciembre, por el que se aprueba el Reglamento  de equipos a presión y sus instrucciones 

técnicas complementarias.  

 

In case that this equipment will be installed in another country of the CE different than Spain 

you must follow the regulations of the country of destination. 

 

Check the torque of the bolting that assure the tightness of the pneumatic cylinder. 

 

  

  M16 – 235Nm 

  M20 – 457Nm 
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7.-TECHNICAL PROPERTIES OF THE EQUIPMENTS 
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General dimensions and connections. 
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8.-SAFETY AND USE 

According to IEC 61508-2 Annex D 

 

8.1 Introduction: 

8.1.1 Scope 

This manual provides necessary requirements for meeting the IEC 61508 or IEC 61511 

functional safety standards and information necessary to design, install, verify and maintain a 

Safety Instrumented Function (SIF) utilizing SCOTCH YOKE ACTREG actuators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.1.2 Terms and Abbreviations 

Describe Basic Terms of Functional safety: What is functional safety, safety function, safe 

state, fail safe, fail safe, fail dangerous, low demand mode etc. 

Typical abbreviations:  

- FMEDA: Failure Modes, Effects and Diagnostic Analysis 

- HFT: Hardware Fault Tolerance 

- PFDAVG: Average Probability of Failure on Demand 

- SFF: Safe Failure Fraction, the fraction of the overall failure rate of a device that results in 

either a safe fault or a diagnosed unsafe fault. 

- SIF: Safety Instrumented Function, a set of equipment intended to reduce the risk due to a 

specific hazard (a safety loop), Safety instrumented control/protection function 

- SIL: Safety Integrity Level, discrete level (one out of a possible four) for specifying the 

safety integrity requirements of the safety functions to be allocated to the E/E/PE 

safety-related systems where Safety Integrity Level 4 has the highest level of safety 

integrity and Safety Integrity Level 1 has the lowest. 

- SIS: Safety Instrumented System — Implementation system of one or more Safety 

Instrumented Functions. A SIS is composed of any combination of sensor(s), logic 

solver(s), and final element(s). 

- DC: Diagnostic Coverage Factor (if diagnostic measures exist) 

- PTC: Proof Test Coverage Factor 

- PFH: Probability of dangerous failure per hour 

SY01F10, SY01F12, SY01F14, SY01F16, SY01F25, SY01F30, SY01F35, 

SY01F40, SY01F48, SY01F60 

SY01  where:  

   SY01 is a Pneumatic actuator 

 Fxx is the central body installed, like F14, F30… 

  yyy is the actuator model, like 200, 600… by size 

  zzz is the override element used, DA (double acting), SR3,(Spring Return). 
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- PFD: Probability of dangerous failure per demand 

- PVST: Partial valve stroke test 

- BASIC SAFETY: Freedom from unacceptable risk of harm 

- FAIL-SAFE STATE: State where solenoid valve is de-energized and spring is extended.  

- FAIL ANNUNCIATION DETECTED: Failure that does not cause a false trip or prevent the 

safety function but does cause loss of an automatic and is not detected by another 

diagnostic  

- FAIL ANNUNCIATION UNDETECTED: Failure that does not cause a false trip or prevent 

the safety function but does cause loss of an automatic or false diagnostic indication 

- FUNCTIONAL SAFETY: Part of the overall safety relating to the process and the BPCS 

which depends on the correct functioning of the SIS and other protection layers.  

- BPCS: Basic process control system – a system which responds to input signals from the 

process, its associated equipment, other programmable systems and/or and operator and 

generates output signals causing the process and its associated equipment to operate in 

the desired manner but which does not perform any safety instrumented functions with a 

claimed SIL  1 

 

8.1.3 Reference Documents 

 

- Special operating Instructions: 

Actuators manufactured by Actreg can be equipped with a variety of 

Operating mechanisms, such as hand wheel, switch boxes, solenoid valves, relief valves, flow 

regulators, declutch able gear. This manual just cover the actuator stand alone.  

- ACTREG Pneumatic actuator data sheet 

- ACTREG actuator maintenance and installation instructions 

 

8.1.4 Related Standards 

- IEC 61508-2:2010 Functional safety of electrical/electronic/ programmable electronic 

safety-related systems 

- IEC 60654-1:1993-02, second edition, industrial-process measurement and control 

equipment – Operation conditions  
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8.2 Product Description 

 

ACTREG actuators are designed for 90º rotation, for the automation of ¼ turn valves. The actuators 

will deliver its maximum torque in the closed position (0º) of the valve, which is normally the position in 

which maximum torque is needed for ¼” turn valves.  

- Intended for both on/off and control 

- Internal air passages without any external pipe 

- Limit position adjustment in both directions of travel maintenance-free 

- Double acting execution or spring acting with spring return 

- Includes provision for direct mounting of valve 

 

 

8.3 Functional Safety relevant specifications 

 

8.3.1 Safety Function 

The ACTREG pneumatic actuators are typically used with another interface components (valve 

positioner or solenoid valve) and a valve to provide a final element subassembly for a safety 

Instrumented Function (SIF). The safety function for the actuator and valve and any additional 

components in the subsystem is to move the valve to the safe position within the specified safety 

time when the system is tripped. 

 

On/Off Control Pneumatic Actuated Valve: 

A) The valve opens when solenoid valve energized (Failure Close Type)  

B) The valve closes when solenoid valve de-energized (Failure Close Type)  

C) The valve closes when solenoid valve energized (Failure Open Type)  

D) The valve opens when solenoid valve de-energized (Failure Open Type)  

  

 

8.3.2 Environmental Limits 

-Temperatures: 

Standard -20ºC 80ºC 

Low Temperature -40ºC 80ºC 

High Temperature -20ºC 120ºC 
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- Never overcome the service pressure fixed in 7 bars. 

 

- Never fill the pneumatic cylinder with another liquid different than air. To fill with another 

fluid first ask to manufacturer. 

 

- Never transport the equipment with an internal pressure different than the atmospheric. 

 

- Never install these equipments in nuclear plants. 

 

- Never manipulate the bolting of the equipment because it can cause damages during 

the operation of the equipment. 

 

WARNING!! It is advisable to isolate the equipment from vibration sources to avoid possible 

stress relief of the fasteners 

 

 

8.3.3 Application Limits 

 

The material constructions of a ACTREG pneumatic actuators are specified in the ACTREG data 

sheets and in the main literature. It is especially important that the designer of the SIF checks for 

material compatibility considering on-site chemical contaminants and air supply conditions. If the 

ACTREG pneumatic actuators are used outside the application limits or with incompatible materials 

or environment, the reliability data and predicted SIL capability becomes invalid.  

 

8.3.4 Design Verification 

A detailed Failure Modes, Effects and Diagnostics Analysis (FMEDA) report is available from ACTREG 

for this product. This report details all failure rates and failure modes as well as expected lifetime of the 

product. The achieved Safety Integrity Level (SIL) of an entire Safety Instrumented Function (SIF) 

design must be verified by the designer via a calculation of PFDAVG considering the architecture, 

proof test interval, proof test effectiveness, any automatic diagnostics, average repair time and the 

specific failures rates of all equipment included in the SIF. Each subsystem must be checked to assure 

compliance with minimum Hardware Fault Tolerance (HFT) requirements.  

When using the ACTREG Pneumatic Actuator in a redundant configuration, a common cause factor 

of at least 5% should be included in the safety integrity calculations. 

The failure rate data listed in the FMEDA report is only valid for the useful lifetime of the ACTREG 

Pneumatic Actuator. The failure rates will increase after this useful lifetime period has expired. 

Reliability calculations based on the data listed in the FMEDA report for mission times beyond the 

lifetime may yield results that are too optimistic, i.e. the calculated SIL will not be achieved. 
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8.3.5 SIL Capability 

ACTREG pneumatic actuators are suitable for use in a safety instrumented system up to SIL 2. 

Under consideration of the minimum required hardware fault tolerance HFT=1 the devices may be 

used in a redundant structure up to SIL 3. 

 

ACTREG pneumatic actuator should be actuated four times per year in order to accomplish with the 

safety requirements. 

 

 

8.3.5.1 Systematic Integrity 

 

The actreg pneumatic actuator has met manufacturer design process requirements of safety 

integrity level (SIL) 3. There are intended to achieve sufficient integrity against systematic 

errors of design by the manufacturer.  

 

8.3.6 General Requirements 

The system and function response time shall be less than the process safety time. The ACTREG 

Pneumatic Actuator will move to its defined safe state in less than this time with relation to the 

specific hazard scenario. All SIS components including the ACTREG Pneumatic Actuator must be 

operational before process start-up. The User shall verify that the ACTREG Pneumatic Actuator is 

suitable for use in safety applications by confirming the ACTREG Pneumatic Actuator nameplate and 

model number is properly marked. Personnel performing maintenance and testing on the ACTREG 

Pneumatic Actuator shall first be assessed as being competent to do so. Results from periodic proof 

tests and partial valve stroke tests (if any) shall be recorded and periodically reviewed. The ACTREG 

Pneumatic Actuator shall not be operated beyond the useful lifetime as listed in paragraph 5.3 

without undergoing overhaul or replacement. 

 

 

 

8.4 Installation and commissioning 

8.4.1 Safety Installation and storage 

The ACTREG Pneumatic Actuator must be installed per the standard practices outlined in the 

Maintenance and Installation Instructions. The environment must be checked to verify that 

environmental conditions do not exceed the ratings. The ACTREG Pneumatic Actuator must be 

accessible for physical inspection.- Check the packaging is fully secure in the event that it is to 

be moved.   

Always use endorsed chains and mooring straps of sufficient strength for moving the Actuator or 
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the crates. Make sure they are in good condition. The weight of the crates is specified on them, 

and the weight of the valves is indicated on the corresponding drawings.  

- Hold the boxes by the marked mooring points.  

- Never pass an actuator or a crate through the air over a person.  

- Storing actuators must be carried out according to O&M operation and maintenance manual  

- When opening the crates, be careful with packing nails. Never leave the point of a nail sticking 

out, remove the nail completely from the crate if necessary. Do not handle crates with bare hands 

are there could be splinters.  

- When the actuator is to be installed at a height above the ground, follow local safety regulations 

on working at heights. 

 

8.4.2 Pneumatic Connections  

Pneumatic piping to the ACTREG Pneumatic Actuator shall be kept as short and straight as 

possible to minimize airflow restrictions and potential clogging. Long or kinked pneumatic tubes 

may also increase valve closure time. Only dry instrument air filtered to 40 micron level or better 

shall be used. The process air pressure shall meet the requirements set forth in the actuator 

installation manual. The process air capacity shall be sufficient to move the valve within the 

required time.  

 

 

 

8.5 Operation and maintenance 

8.5.1  Proof Test Requirement 

During operation, a low demand mode SIF must be proof tested. The objective of proof testing is 

to detect failures within the equipment in the SIF that are not detected by any automatic 

diagnostics of the system. Of main concern are undetected failures that prevent the SIF from 

performing its function. 

 

Periodic proof tests shall take place at the frequency (or interval) defined by a SIL verification 

calculation. The proof tests must be performed more frequently than (or as frequently as) 

specified in the SIL verification calculation in order to maintain the required safety integrity of the 

overall SIF. Results from periodic proof tests (a test per year four demand per test) and partial 

valve stroke tests (if any) shall be recorded and periodically reviewed. For detailed Proof Test 

information refer to the FMEDA report for the ACTREG Pneumatic Actuator.  

 

8.5.2.- Repair and replacement 

Repair procedures outlined in the Maintenance and Installation instructions must be followed.  
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9.-MANUFACTURER 

 

 

ACTREG, S.A. 

 

C/Cantabria, 2 

Pol. Ind. Les Salines 

08830 Sant Boi de Llobregat 

Barcelona (Spain) 

 

Tel. (+34) 93 661 44 10 

Fax. (+34) 93 654 33 93 

 

www.actreg.com 

 

e-mail: actreg@actreg.com 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.actreg.com/
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APPENDIX 2: 

 

JC-MI-S&Y-01E: HYDRAULIC CYLINDER OF SCOTCH 

YOKE ACTUATORS 

 

SERIES: SY02Fxx-xxx 

 

 

 

INDEX 
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1.-INTRODUCTION 

 

The hydraulic cylinders are important parts of the scotch yoke actuators. A failure in the 

installation, the absence of maintenance, etc could produce fractures, waste of time and high 

repairing costs. 

 

 

2.-HANDLING AND STORAGE 

 

As the hydraulic cylinder is a part of actuator this point refers to the whole actuator. 

 

At the reception, the actuators must be inspected to verify that are according to the purchase 

order.  

 

The unloading must be careful to avoid impacts and drops. The scotch yoke actuators must 

be handle with slings and hooks in the lugs placed on the upper side of the actuators. 

 

For storage in the open must be provided a packaging to protect the actuator of the weather. 

 

THE ACTUATORS ALLWAYS MUST BE IN HORIZONTAL POSITION. 

 

 

3.-SETTING  

 

When the actuator is installed the hydraulic cylinder must be protected to avoid impacts. 

 

After installing the actuator will proceed to its connection. In the drawing included in this 

manual you will find where to plug the air connections. 

 

Before connecting the hydraulic cylinder, a visual check in the connection nipples must be 

done to assure that are free of dirt. 

 

 

4.-TESTS 

 

All the hydraulic cylinders of the ACTREG Scotch Yoke actuators are tested according the 

specifications of the 2014/68/EU. 
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5.-OPERATION 

 

 The hydraulic cylinder has a max pressure service of 7 bar, so never overcome this pressure. 

 

 

 

6.-MAINTENANCE 

 

These cylinders are designed to reduce their maintenance. 

 

Is appropriate an annual visual inspection. 

 

Is appropriate to do a maintenance according the Real Decreto 2060/2008, on 12th. 

December, by Regulation pressure equipment and its supplementary technical instructions. 

 

In case that this equipment will be installed in another country of the CE different than Spain 

you must follow the regulations of the country of destination. 

 

Check the torque of the bolting that assure the tightness of the pneumatic cylinder. 
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7.-TECHNICAL PROPERTIES OF THE EQUIPMENTS 

           

 

HSF10-40DA 110 165

HSF12-40DA 120 198

HSF12-50DA 150 245

HSF14-60DA 310 425

HSF14-70DA 455 580

HSF16-70DA 520 700

HSF16-80DA 720 910

HSF25-90DA 1100 1340

HSF25-100DA 1420 1650

HSF25-110DA 1770 2000

HSF30-110DA 1980 2450

HSF30-120DA 2450 2900

HSF30-130DA 2950 3400

HSF35-130DA 3490 4330

HSF35-150DA 4920 5740

HSF35-170DA 6500 7380

HSF40-170DA 7180 8750

HSF40-190DA 9400 10920

HSF40-220DA 13100 14650

HSF48-190DA 10800 12750

HSF48-220DA 15200 17100

HSF48-245DA 19300 21230

HSF48-270DA 23800 25800

HSF60-245DA 24500 28270

HSF60-270DA 30600 34400

HSF60-320DA 44500 48300

F25：1.5L

F30：2.5L

F35：6L

HYDRAULIC CYLINDER VOLUME A （ml) HYDRAULIC CYLINDER VOLUME B （ml)MODEL

OIL TANK FOR HYDRAULIC MANUAL PUMP

OIL VOLUME OF DOUBLE ACTING HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS
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HSF10-40S-S1 110 HSF16-70S-S1 520 HSF30-110-S1 1980 HSF40-170S-S1 7180 HSF60-220S-S1 19000

HSF10-40S-S2 110 HSF16-80S-S1 720 HSF30-120-S1 2450 HSF40-190S-S1 9400 HSF60-245S-S1 24500

HSF10-50S-S2 150 HSF16-90S-S1 950 HSF30-140S-S1 3460 HSF40-220S-S1 13100 HSF60-270S-S1 30600

HSF10-50S-S3 150 HSF16-80S-S2 720 HSF30-120S-S2 2450 HSF40-190S-S2 9400 HSF60-245S-S2 24500

HSF10-60S-S3 235 HSF16-90S-S2 950 HSF30-130S-S2 2950 HSF40-220S-S2 13100 HSF60-270S-S2 30600

HSF12-50S-S1 180 HSF16-100S-S2 1200 HSF30-150S-S2 4050 HSF40-245S-S2 16500 HSF60-320S-S2 44500

HSF12-60S-S1 285 HSF16-80S-S3 720 HSF30-130S-S3 2950 HSF48-190S-S1 10800

HSF12-50S-S2 285 HSF16-100S-S3 1200 HSF30-150S-S3 4050 HSF48-220S-S1 15200

HSF12-60S-S2 285 HSF16-110S-S3 1480 HSF30-170S-S3 5300 HSF48-245S-S1 19300

HSF12-70S-S2 405 HSF25-90S-S1 1100 HSF35-130S-S1 3490 HSF48-220S-S2 15200

HSF14-60S-S1 310 HSF25-100S-S1 1420 HSF35-150S-S1 4920 HSF48-245S-S2 19300

HSF14-70S-S1 455 HSF25-110S-S1 1770 HSF35-170S-S1 6500 HSF48-270S-S2 23800

HSF14-60S-S2 310 HSF25-100S-S2 1420 HSF35-150S-S2 4920 HSF48-245S-S3 19300

HSF14-70S-S2 455 HSF25-110S-S2 1770 HSF35-170S-S2 6500 HSF48-270S-S3 23800

HSF14-70S-S3 455 HSF25-120S-S2 2150 HSF35-190S-S2 8350 HSF48-290S-S3 27900

HSF14-80S-S3 620 HSF25-100S-S3 1420 HSF35-170S-S3 6500

HSF14-100S-S3 1010 HSF25-120S-S3 2150 HSF35-190S-S3 8350

HSF25-140S-S3 3000 HSF35-220S-S3 11500

MODEL
Cylinder 
Volume 
（ml)

MODEL
Cylinder 
Volume 
（ml)

OIL VULUME OF SINGLE ACTING HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS

Cylinder 
Volume 
（ml)

MODEL
Cylinder 
Volume 
（ml)

MODELMODEL
Cylinder 
Volume 
（ml)
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TORQUE TABLE(single acting hydraulic actuators) 

MODEL 

HYDRAULIC TORQUE 

70BAR 100BAR 135BAR 

START/END RUN START/END RUN START/END RUN 

HSF10-40DA 315 189 450 270 607 364 

HSF12-40DA 393 236 562 337 758 455 

HSF12-50DA 756 454 1081 649     

HSF14-60DA 1364 818 1949 1169 2631 1578 

HSF14-70DA 1994 1196 2849 1709     

HSF16-70DA 2347 1408 3354 2012 4527 2716 

HSF16-80DA 3256 1953 4652 2791     

       

HSF25-90DA 4838 2902 6912 4147 9331 5598 

HSF25-100DA 6219 3871 8885 5331     

HSF25-110DA 7746 4648         

HSF30-110DA 8951 5371 12788 7673 17263 10358 

HSF30-120DA 10995 6596 15708 9424 21205 12722 

HSF30-130DA 13216 7929 18881 11328     

HSF35-130DA 15690 9414 22415 13449 30260 18156 

HSF35-150DA 22023 13213 31462 18877     

HSF35-170DA 29261 17556         
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HSF40-170DA 32956 19773 47081 28248 63559 38135 

HSF40-190DA 42843 25706 61205 36723     

HSF40-220DA 59734 35840         

HSF48-190DA 49233 29539 70333 42199 94949 56969 

HSF48-220DA 69104 41462 98720 59232 133272 79963 

HSF48-245DA 87884 52730 125549 75329     

HSF48-270DA 108684 65210         

HSF60-245DA 113246 67947 161780 97068 218403 131041 

HSF60-270DA 141326 84795 201895 121136 272558 163533 

HSF60-320DA 205664 1223398 293807 176284     
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START RUN END START RUN END START RUN END START RUN END

HSF10-40-S1 187 91 118 196 97 127 331 178 262 488 272 420

HSF10-40-S2 293 148 201 406 216 308

HSF10-50-S2 293 148 201 404 214 312 664 370 571

HSF10-50-S3 489 242 319 545 276 375 848 458 678

HSF10-60-S3 489 242 319 641 333 471

HSF12-50-S1 526 267 364 1006 346 760

HSF12-60-S1 526 267 364 747 374 501 1262 683 1016

HSF12-50-S2 818 407 541 919 468 641

HSF12-60-S2 818 407 541 1175 621 897

HSF12-70-S2 818 407 541 1185 628 907

HSF14-60-S1 1079 543 674 1276 655 907 1958 1064 1591

HSF14-70-S1 1079 543 674 1321 682 953

HSF14-60-S2 1477 752 948 1675 848 1154

HSF14-70-S2 1477 752 948 1765 902 1243 1893 979 1371

HSF14-70-S3 2291 1162 1458 2356 1158 1506

HSF14-80-S3 2291 1162 1458 2397 1183 1547

HSF14-100-S3 2291 1162 1458 2976 1530 2125

HSF16-70-S1 2595 1310 1629 2864 2105 1904

HSF16-80-S1 2595 1310 1629 2988 1505 2028

HSF16-90-S1 2595 1310 1629 2622 1285 1662

HSF16-80-S2 3194 1637 2085 4156 2135 2961

HSF16-90-S2 3194 1637 2085 3999 2041 2804

HSF16-100-S2 3194 1637 2085 3313 1629 2117

HSF16-80-S3 3858 1954 2446 3795 1844 2352

HSF16-100-S3 3858 1954 2446 5284 2736 3839

HSF16-110-S3 3858 1954 2446 4224 2101 2781

HSF25-90-S1 4955 2466 2999 6440 3348 4721

HSF25-100-S1 4955 2466 2999 5994 3081 4275

HSF25-110-S1 4955 2466 2999 4865 2447 2913

HSF25-100-S2 6326 3117 3726 8225 4281 6046

HSF25-110-S2 6326 3117 3726 7296 3724 5117

HSF25-120-S2 6326 3117 3726 5648 2735 3469

HSF25-100-S3 7628 3750 4720 7122 3447 4367

HSF25-120-S3 7628 3750 4720 8581 4322 5827

HSF25-140-S3 7628 3750 4720 8325 4168 5571

HSF30-110-S1 9375 4712 5824 11564 5832 7876

HSF30-120-S1 9375 4712 5824 10008 4898 6320

HSF30-140-S1 9375 4712 5824 9916 4843 6228

HSF30-120-S2 11426 5741 7092 13944 7034 9502

HSF30-130-S2 11426 5741 7092 11620 5639 7177

HSF30-150-S2 11426 5741 7092 10931 5226 6489

HSF30-130-S3 14080 6952 8344 16953 8690 12013

HSF30-150-S3 14080 6952 8344 17453 8990 12513

HSF30-170-S3 14080 6952 8344 15343 7723 10403

HSF35-130-S1 18185 8970 10752 19429 9860 13440

HSF35-150-S1 18185 8970 10752 20631 10581 14641

HSF35-170-S1 18185 8970 10752 18430 9261 12440

HSF35-150-S2 23864 11772 14109 29018 15091 21286

HSF35-170-S2 23864 11772 14109 28345 14688 20614

HSF35-190-S2 23864 11772 14109 23947 12048 16215

HSF35-170-S3 28953 14335 17288 38398 19835 27721

HSF35-190-S3 28953 14335 17288 35399 18036 24722

HSF35-220-S3 28953 14335 17288 33278 16764 22601

HSF40-170-S1 35425 17702 21679 41624 20900 28043

HSF40-190-S1 35425 17702 21679 39270 19488 25689

HSF40-220-S1 35425 17702 21679 37799 18605 24218

HSF40-190-S2 47742 23883 29300 55410 27741 37061

HSF40-220-S2 47742 23883 29300 58110 29365 39768

HSF40-245-S2 47742 23883 29300 48480 23583 30131

HSF48-190-S1 57348 28690 35200 61026 29831 38411

HSF48-220-S1 57348 28690 35200 64797 32094 42182

HSF48-245-S1 57348 28690 35200 53961 25592 31346

HSF48-220-S2 69602 34788 42618 88958 45964 64256

HSF48-245-S2 69602 34788 42618 81236 41330 56533

HSF48-270-S2 69602 34788 42618 64371 31211 39668

HSF48-245-S3 82680 41743 51976 116351 60847 86473

HSF48-270-S3 82680 41743 51976 102123 52310 72245

HSF48-290-S3 82680 41743 51976 73638 35219 43760

HSF60-220-S1 95891 47761 58177 114382 58802 81624

HSF60-245-S1 95891 47761 58177 101957 51169 68609

HSF60-270-S1 95891 47761 58177 86201 41893 53442

HSF60-245-S2 112369 57081 71764 146287 74894 103360

HSF60-270-S2 112369 57081 71764 129778 64988 89820

HSF60-320-S2 112369 57081 71764 133547 67250 90620

TORQUE TABLE(single acting hydraulic actuators)

HYDRAULIC TORQUE

70BAR 100BAR 135BARMODEL
SPRING TORQUE
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General dimensions and connections. 
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 8.-SAFETY AND USE 

According to IEC 61508-2 Annex D 
 

8.1 Introduction: 

8.1.1 Scope 

This manual provides necessary requirements for meeting the IEC 61508 or IEC 61511 functional 

safety standards and information necessary to design, install, verify and maintain a Safety 

Instrumented Function (SIF) utilizing SCOTCH YOKE ACTREG actuators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.1.2 Terms and Abbreviations 

Describe Basic Terms of Functional safety: What is functional safety, safety function, safe state, 

fail safe, fail safe, fail dangerous, low demand mode etc. 

Typical abbreviations:  

- FMEDA: Failure Modes, Effects and Diagnostic Analysis 

- HFT: Hardware Fault Tolerance 

- PFDAVG: Average Probability of Failure on Demand 

- SFF: Safe Failure Fraction, the fraction of the overall failure rate of a device that results in either 

a safe fault or a diagnosed unsafe fault. 

- SIF: Safety Instrumented Function, a set of equipment intended to reduce the risk due to a 

specific hazard (a safety loop), Safety instrumented control/protection function 

- SIL: Safety Integrity Level, discrete level (one out of a possible four) for specifying the safety 

integrity requirements of the safety functions to be allocated to the E/E/PE safety-related 

systems where Safety Integrity Level 4 has the highest level of safety integrity and Safety 

Integrity Level 1 has the lowest. 

- SIS: Safety Instrumented System — Implementation system of one or more Safety Instrumented 

Functions. A SIS is composed of any combination of sensor(s), logic solver(s), and final 

element(s). 

SY02F10, SY02F12, SY02F14, SY02F16, SY02F25, SY02F30, SY02F35, 

SY02F40, SY02F48 and SY02F60. 

SY02  where:  

   SY02 is a Hydraulic actuator 

 Fxx is the central body installed, like F14, F30… 

  yyy is the actuator model, like 200, 600… by size 

  zzz is the override element used, DA (double acting), SR3,(Spring Return). 
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- DC: Diagnostic Coverage Factor (if diagnostic measures exist) 

- PTC: Proof Test Coverage Factor 

- PFH: Probability of dangerous failure per hour 

- PFD: Probability of dangerous failure per demand 

- PVST: Partial valve stroke test 

- BASIC SAFETY: Freedom from unacceptable risk of harm 

- FAIL-SAFE STATE: State where solenoid valve is de-energized and spring is extended.  

- FAIL ANNUNCIATION DETECTED: Failure that does not cause a false trip or prevent the safety 

function but does cause loss of an automatic and is not detected by another diagnostic  

- FAIL ANNUNCIATION UNDETECTED: Failure that does not cause a false trip or prevent the 

safety function but does cause loss of an automatic or false diagnostic indication 

- FUNCTIONAL SAFETY: Part of the overall safety relating to the process and the BPCS which 

depends on the correct functioning of the SIS and other protection layers.  

- BPCS: Basic process control system – a system which responds to input signals from the 

process, its associated equipment, other programmable systems and/or and operator and 

generates output signals causing the process and its associated equipment to operate in the 

desired manner but which does not perform any safety instrumented functions with a claimed 

SIL  1 

 

 

8.3.3 Reference Documents 

 

- Special operating Instructions: 

Actuators manufactured by Actreg can be equipped with a variety of 

Operating mechanisms, such as hand wheel, switch boxes, solenoid valves, relief valves, flow 

regulators, declutch able gear. This manual just cover the actuator stand alone.  

- ACTREG Pneumatic actuator data sheet 

- ACTREG actuator maintenance and installation instructions 

 

8.1.4 Related Standards 

- IEC 61508-2:2010 Functional safety of electrical/electronic/ programmable electronic 

safety-related systems 
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- IEC 60654-1:1993-02, second edition, industrial-process measurement and control equipment – 

Operation conditions  

-  

 

8.4 Product Description 

 

ACTREG actuators are designed for 90º rotation, for the automation of ¼ turn valves. The actuators will 

deliver its maximum torque in the closed position (0º) of the valve, which is normally the position in which 

maximum torque is needed for ¼” turn valves.  

- Intended for both on/off and control 

- Internal air passages without any external pipe 

- Limit position adjustment in both directions of travel maintenance-free 

- Double acting execution or spring acting with spring return 

- Includes provision for direct mounting of valve 

 

 

8.5 Functional Safety relevant specifications 

 

8.5.1 Safety Function 

The ACTREG pneumatic actuators are typically used with another interface components (valve 

positioner or solenoid valve) and a valve to provide a final element subassembly for a safety 

Instrumented Function (SIF). The safety function for the actuator and valve and any additional 

components in the subsystem is to move the valve to the safe position within the specified safety 

time when the system is tripped. 

 

On/Off Control Hydraulic Actuated Valve: 

A) The valve opens when solenoid valve energized (Failure Close Type)  

B) The valve closes when solenoid valve de-energized (Failure Close Type)  

C) The valve closes when solenoid valve energized (Failure Open Type)  

D) The valve opens when solenoid valve de-energized (Failure Open Type)  

  

 

8.5.2 Environmental Limits 

-Temperatures: 

Standard -20ºC 80ºC 

Low Temperature -40ºC 80ºC 

High Temperature -20ºC 120ºC 
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- Never overcome the service pressure fixed in 200 bars. 

 

- Never fill the pneumatic cylinder with another liquid different than oil. To fill with another 

fluid first ask to manufacturer. 

 

- Never transport the equipment with an internal pressure different than the atmospheric. 

 

- Never install these equipments in nuclear plants. 

 

- Never manipulate the bolting of the equipment because it can cause damages during 

the operation of the equipment. 

 

WARNING!! It is advisable to isolate the equipment from vibration sources to avoid possible 

stress relief of the fasteners 

 

 

 

8.5.3 Application Limits 

 

The material constructions of a ACTREG hydraulics actuators are specified in the ACTREG data 

sheets and in the main literature. It is especially important that the designer of the SIF checks for 

material compatibility considering on-site chemical contaminants and air supply conditions. If the 

ACTREG hydraulics actuators are used outside the application limits or with incompatible 

materials or environment, the reliability data and predicted SIL capability becomes invalid.  

 

8.5.4 Design Verification 

    A detailed Failure Modes, Effects and Diagnostics Analysis (FMEDA) report is available from 

ACTREG for this product. This report details all failure rates and failure modes as well as expected 

lifetime of the product. The achieved Safety Integrity Level (SIL) of an entire Safety Instrumented 

Function (SIF) design must be verified by the designer via a calculation of PFDAVG considering the 

architecture, proof test interval, proof test effectiveness, any automatic diagnostics, average repair 

time and the specific failures rates of all equipment included in the SIF. Each subsystem must be 

checked to assure compliance with minimum Hardware Fault Tolerance (HFT) requirements.  

When using the ACTREG Hydraulics Actuator in a redundant configuration, a common cause 
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factor of at least 5% should be included in the safety integrity calculations. 

The failure rate data listed in the FMEDA report is only valid for the useful lifetime of the ACTREG 

Hydraulics Actuator. The failure rates will increase after this useful lifetime period has expired. 

Reliability calculations based on the data listed in the FMEDA report for mission times beyond the 

lifetime may yield results that are too optimistic, i.e. the calculated SIL will not be achieved. 

 

8.5.5 SIL Capability 

ACTREG hydraulics actuators are suitable for use in a safety instrumented system up to SIL 2. Under 

consideration of the minimum required hardware fault tolerance HFT=1 the devices may be used in a 

redundant structure up to SIL 3. 

 

ACTREG hydraulics actuator should be actuated four times per year in order to accomplish with the 

safety requirements. 

 

{Here the table of parameters} 

 

8.5.5.1 Systematic Integrity 

 

The actreg hydraulics actuator has met manufacturer design process requirements of 

safety integrity level (SIL) 3. There are intended to achieve sufficient integrity against 

systematic errors of design by the manufacturer.  

 

8.5.6 General Requirements 

 

The system and function response time shall be less than the process safety time. The ACTREG 

Hydraulics Actuator will move to its defined safe state in less than this time with relation to the 

specific hazard scenario. All SIS components including the ACTREG Hydraulics Actuator must be 

operational before process start-up. The User shall verify that the ACTREG Hydraulics Actuator is 

suitable for use in safety applications by confirming the ACTREG Hydraulics Actuator nameplate 

and model number is properly marked. Personnel performing maintenance and testing on the 

ACTREG Hydraulics Actuator shall first be assessed as being competent to do so. Results from 

periodic proof tests and partial valve stroke tests (if any) shall be recorded and periodically 

reviewed. The ACTREG Hydraulics Actuator shall not be operated beyond the useful lifetime as 

listed in paragraph 5.3 without undergoing overhaul or replacement. 
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8.6 Installation and commissioning 

8.4.1 Safety Installation and storage 

The ACTREG Hydraulic Actuator must be installed per the standard practices outlined in the 

Maintenance and Installation Instructions. The environment must be checked to verify that 

environmental conditions do not exceed the ratings. The ACTREG Hydraulic Actuator must be 

accessible for physical inspection.- Check the packaging is fully secure in the event that it is to be 

moved.   

Always use endorsed chains and mooring straps of sufficient strength for moving the Actuator or 

the crates. Make sure they are in good condition. The weight of the crates is specified on them, 

and the weight of the valves is indicated on the corresponding drawings.  

- Hold the boxes by the marked mooring points.  

- Never pass an actuator or a crate through the air over a person.  

- Storing actuators must be carried out according to O&M operation and maintenance manual  

- When opening the crates, be careful with packing nails. Never leave the point of a nail sticking out, 

remove the nail completely from the crate if necessary. Do not handle crates with bare hands are there 

could be splinters.  

- When the actuator is to be installed at a height above the ground, follow local safety regulations on 

working at heights.  

8.4.2 Pneumatic Connections  

Hydraulic piping to the ACTREG Hydraulic Actuator shall be kept as short and straight as possible 

to minimize airflow restrictions and potential clogging. Long or kinked hydraulic tubes may also 

increase valve closure time. Only dry instrument air filtered to 40 µm level or better shall be used. 

The process air pressure shall meet the requirements set forth in the actuator installation manual. 

The process air capacity shall be sufficient to move the valve within the required time.  

 

8.7 Operation and maintenance 

8.5.1  Proof Test Requirement 

During operation, a low demand mode SIF must be proof tested. The objective of proof testing is 

to detect failures within the equipment in the SIF that are not detected by any automatic 

diagnostics of the system. Of main concern are undetected failures that prevent the SIF from 

performing its function. 

Periodic proof tests shall take place at the frequency (or interval) defined by a SIL verification 

calculation. The proof tests must be performed more frequently than (or as frequently as) 

specified in the SIL verification calculation in order to maintain the required safety integrity of the 

overall SIF. Results from periodic proof tests (a test per year four demand per test) and partial 

valve stroke tests (if any) shall be recorded and periodically reviewed. For detailed Proof Test 

information refer to the FMEDA report for the ACTREG Hydraulic Actuator.  
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8.5.2.- Repair and replacement 

Repair procedures outlined in the Maintenance and Installation instructions must be followed.  

 

 

9.-MANUFACTURER 

 

 

ACTREG, S.A. 

 

C/Cantabria, 2 

Pol. Ind. Les Salines 

08830 Sant Boi de Llobregat 

Barcelona (Spain) 

 

Tel. (+34) 93 661 44 10 

Fax. (+34) 93 654 33 93 

 

www.actreg.com 

 

e-mail: actreg@actreg.com 

 

 

http://www.actreg.com/

